Data-driven decision making to manage energy efficiency projects and costs.

Having a trusted advisor manage the implementation of energy management efforts is crucial to your success. Ecova’s energy, engineering and analysis experts provide wide-ranging value as your projects evolve.

Ecova’s Program Implementation Services extend your facility management team and lead or support your energy management efforts at a fraction of the cost of managing in-house.

Our team will work with your organization to provide expertise and strategic guidance to overcome all barriers associated with any given energy and sustainability task – internal and external.

**PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION SERVICES PROVIDE:**

- Development of your energy and sustainability program
- Analysis of your sites’ energy usage, identifying opportunities for energy reduction
- Capital support for your energy efficiency projects through rebate management

Analyze, identify, take action and monitor to manage energy efficiency projects and costs. Reveal the hidden savings opportunities in project implementation and management.

**ENERGY AND SUSTAINABILITY PROGRAM MANAGEMENT**

Reduce resource consumption with Ecova’s holistic, broad scope approach to successful energy and sustainability program development.

Driven and supported by an experienced Ecova Program Manager who administers your program and acts as an extension of your team to:

1. Develop an effective energy and sustainability program;
2. Implement the program by coordinating with all stakeholders;
3. Assess program performance and refine elements accordingly.

Within these three areas, your Ecova Program Manager will integrate various services into a cohesive program and gather, develop and report on key performance indicators to support your corporate energy and sustainability strategy and goals.
ENERGY MANAGER SERVICE

Many companies are challenged by simply not having enough human resources to work toward identifying opportunities for energy efficiency. Ecova Energy Managers act as an extension of your team to provide additional support, without adding internal headcount.

Ecova’s Energy Manager Service will identify improvement opportunities by analyzing your energy usage and allow you to take action on this data. Gain access to Ecova’s team of expert resources, with industry knowledge, best practice advice, and guidance to navigate the rapidly growing and changing industry to meet strategic energy and sustainability management goals. Your Ecova Energy Manager will provide a prioritized set of recommended energy projects that align with your financial criteria, leveraging a number of tools within Ecova’s best practices toolkit, such as:

- Energy Program Assessment
- Financial Analysis Tool
- Performance Improvement Strategy
- Energy Portfolio Analysis

ENERGY REBATE MANAGEMENT SERVICE

Gain capital support for your energy efficiency projects and ensure applicable utility rebates and incentives are applied to designated projects with Ecova’s Energy Rebates Management Service (ERMS). Ecova will act as your resource to identify rebate opportunities for the various utilities supporting your portfolio.

Ecova’s ERMS is designed for organizations looking to offset the significant investment costs associated with energy efficient capital improvement projects. Our ERMS team has the experience to quickly determine the financial incentive opportunities available, work with you to determine the most cost-effective incentives to target, and manage and track the entire application process from beginning to end (including collection of supporting documentation and arrangement of pre- and post-project inspections).

The process of applying for and receiving funds is often complicated and confusing. It is advantageous to initially target the most cost-effective opportunities. Ecova will partner with your team from the start of the investment planning process to better integrate an incentive solution into your current capital improvement strategy.

CONTACT US TODAY

Find out how we can put these solutions to work for you.
1313 N Atlantic St #5000
Spokane WA 99201
800 791 7564
info@ecova.com
ecova.com